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Abstract

Queen Victoria’s famous silk dress, worn on the first day of her reign, was originally black but now appears as a blotchy brown colour. This discolouration has happened throughout the whole dress, inside, outside and even within the seams. This discolouration, combined with the otherwise apparently well preserved state of the fabric is unique, requiring in-depth study to support the conservation treatment decisions and the strategy for the dress’s long-term future preservation.

Dyes and mordants were investigated using HPLC-DAD and SEM-EDX. The dye analysis confirmed the use of logwood and tannin together with iron and copper mordants. Fading could be attributed to the loss of haematoxylin, though why intense discolouration occurred uniformly still remains a conundrum. Back-scattered electron images further revealed severe silk degradation. However, the main silk fabric still feels sound and flexible to the touch showing little sign of brittleness, unlike common findings in the late 19th century weighted, black-dyed silk.

This paper identifies the unknown elements still to be answered to establish the full picture of the on-going fading and fibre degradation. It also describes the conservation perspective and areas for further study to predict or influence the eventual fate of the dress.

1 Introduction

This paper concerns the severe discolouration of a 19th century black silk dress. The dress required a minimal amount of stitched conservation treatment before it went on display in a new exhibition ‘Victoria Revealed’ at Kensington Palace in March 2012 (Fig. 1). Research was undertaken to better understand the cause of this discolouration, in order to establish optimum display conditions for its long-term preservation, in particular to prevent further colour loss and degradation of the silk.

Fading and degradation are not unfamiliar problems for silk which has been weighted and dyed black in past centuries. This dress is no exception. The dress now appears as a brown colour showing no evidence of the original black colour. However, what makes this dress unique is its distinctive mottled discolouration pattern and the fact that this blotched brown...
June 1837, only five hours after being woken with the news of the death of her elderly uncle, William IV. The dress was black for mourning. Unfortunately there is no existing image or illustration which features this dress in black. Queen Victoria was portrayed in a white satin dress in the painting created a year later depicting this first meeting of her council (Fig. 3). This change of colour was the artist’s deliberate intention in order to capture her youthfulness as well as the calm demeanour manner with which she impressed her Ministers, but Queen Victoria’s own note written later confirms that she was in black at the First Privy Council.1

2.2 Materials and construction

The dress is entirely made of silk except the white lace-trimmed, embroidered cotton cuffs and has the style of a wide scoop neck with long puffed sleeves and a straight waistband in a slightly high position, reflecting the older style. The fashion plates suggest that this style was common in July 1837.2,3 The bodice part is made of the faded brown silk lined with plain weave white silk and fastened with hooks and eyes at the centre back (Fig. 4). The neckline is bound with a purple piping to encase a drawstring of purple silk ribbon (Fig. 5). The same purple piping is used to finish the cuffs.
The skirt, made of the faded brown silk, is pleated towards the centre front and gathered either side of the centre back. A short strip of purple silk lining in a fine plain weave is attached above the hem (Fig. 6). The front of the skirt is decorated with a double vertical frill (Fig. 7), with the vertical line accentuated with the purple piping. Close examination confirms that there is no evidence of any later alterations.

Both warp and weft in the main dress fabric are silk. The fabric is firm and close-woven in a type of grosgrain with ribs in a unique brick pattern formed in alternating multiple weft threads (Fig. 8). The fabric would be thicker than a taffeta or twill. The purple skirt hem lining is in a plain weave, with a much finer weft (Fig. 9).

It is not certain when the discolouration of the dress started to occur. It is evident that the main silk faded to mottled brown whereas the other black silk components faded to purple. The historic records indicate that the dress was once catalogued as ‘blue’ and that it was possibly dipped for quick economical black dyeing. However the latter account can be readily discounted as the fine white silk lining, which is without doubt in its original form from its construction, still remains intact and pristine on the inside of the bodice.

Despite the significant discolouration, the dress was in a relatively sound condition when examined in 2011. The main silk felt slightly brittle to touch but overall it remained flexible in handling. The dress exhibited minor structural weakness such as partially broken seams. This damage was due to the black dyed stitching threads being brittle and easy to break.

2.3 Past displays and storage

The dress was preserved by the Queen herself throughout her reign until 1901. After her death the dress has most likely been kept by Queen Alexandra and Queen Mary who inherited a quantity of the early clothes of Queen Victoria. The next earliest record available suggests that the dress was given to the London Museum as a loan by Queen Mary in 1920 where it remained until 1998.

The London Museum exhibited the selection of loaned royal costumes when the museum was first opened in Kensington Palace in 1912. The London Museum then moved to Stafford House (later renamed Lancaster House) at St James in 1913 and re-opened to the public in 1914. Whether the dress was displayed during this period is unknown. The London Museum collection was moved from Lancaster House for safety during the two World Wars and remained in storage until 1950. Whilst the collection move during the WWI was inconsequential to this dress as it happened before 1920, no record of locations at which the dress was stored during the WWII removals has been found. The museum re-opened at Kensington Palace in 1951 and remained open to the public until 1975 when it moved.
to the new venue, London Wall. The dress might have been shown in the State Apartments in Kensington Palace which were part of the museum from 1955 to 1972 but there is no direct evidence. Even if the dress had been displayed, it would only have been very occasionally. The London Museum was aware of the potential damage to textiles from prolonged display and had limited the number of costumes exhibited at any one time since an early date.

2.4 Conservation treatments

The clear evidence of display only starts from 1987. On the 150th anniversary of Queen Victoria’s accession to the throne, the dress was displayed for three months in the new Museum of London. It was then displayed again for a six-month exhibition ‘In Royal Fashion’ which opened in May 1997 following a conservation treatment. The condition and treatment record then describes the structural weakness in the seams and fastenings but overall the dress fabric was sound although extensively discoloured. The white cuffs were removed and wet-cleaned, whereas the dress was reinforced with stitching the weakening areas.

After the exhibition in 1998, the dress was transferred from Museum of London to Kensington Palace to become a part of the Royal Ceremonial Dress Collections of Historic Royal Palaces. In 2001 the dress was again displayed for a one-year exhibition. Prior to display, the white cuffs were wet-cleaned again, but the dress received a minimal stitched treatment only to reinforce the weak areas. In 2011, again the broken seams and hem were repaired with a minimal amount of stitching and no treatment was carried out on the cotton cuffs.

The blotchy mottled pattern on the brown silk fabric was carefully compared with the same locations in the photographs from 2001 but the visual assessment was limited and no obvious change was detected. The colour measurements were taken for future reference but it was also decided to carry out an in-depth dye analysis in order to understand the on-going fading/discolouration mechanisms of the silk and evaluate the true state of fibre degradation in the silk fibre for appropriate conservation strategy.

3 Experimental

Information about the silk weighting and dyeing treatment is indispensable to understand the on-going fading/discolouration mechanisms of the silk. The well-preserved condition of the dress hampered sampling from the outer side of the main silk. Nevertheless, four samples were taken from threads with different function in the dress. Organic dye and weighting compounds were investigated using high performance liquid chromatography, while scanning electron microscopy with X-ray energy detection (SEM-EDX) was applied for the identification of inorganic elements.

3.1 Samples

During the recent conservation four small silk samples could be taken (Fig. 10). One from the main dress, taken at the inner side, these threads are actually pale brownish. A second sample was taken from the silk lining of the dress which is actually dark purple, while the third and last samples were respectively obtained from the actually dark purple satin piping band on the front side of the dress and the dark purple drawstring at the neck.

3.2 Techniques

3.2.1 HPLC-DAD

The organic dyes are recovered from the fibres by extraction with 250 µl water/methanol pure/37% hydrochloric acid in the volumetric ratio of (1/1/2, v/v/v) for 10 min at 105 °C. After filtering, the clear filtrate is dried by vacuum evaporation and the dried residue redissolved in 60 µl methanol/water (1/1, v/v) from which 20 µl will be analysed. The analyses are executed on an Alliance HPLC system with autosampler, a diode array detection system (PDA model 996) and data treatment software Empower 2, all from Waters. A RP-18 column is used (Lichrosorb (VWR), 125 mm x 4 mm diameter, 100 Å pore diameter and 5 µm particle size) at fixed temperature of 25 °C, while the mobile phase consists of a linear gradient of methanol, water and phosphoric acid at a constant flow rate of 1.2 ml/min during 35 min. The dye compounds are characterised by their elution time and their UV-visible absorbance spectra, which is compared against a non-commercial internal developed database.

3.2.2 SEM-EDX

Inorganic mordants or weighting products are investigated through element analysis using scanning electron microscopy with energy dispersive X-ray detection (Jeol, Oxford Instruments) using 15 keV incident
electron voltage. The samples are positioned on a round supporting tablet and covered with a carbon layer prior to analysis.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Black dyeing and weighting of the silk dress

4.1.1 Organic dyes

Ellagic acid was found in the dress, the lining and the satin piping but was not detected in the ribbon at the neckopening. The presence of this compound in the silk fibres might refer to the use of tannin as part of the dyeing process, but one cannot exclude it being used rather as weighting agent for silk. A second compound, a derivative of hematoxylin obtained by the acidic hydrolysis step to recover the dyes from the silk fibres, was found in all silk samples.6 This compound (Fig. 11) suggests the use of the heartwood of logwood tree (Haematoxyllum campechianum L.), native to Central America as well as the West Indies.7 Apart from these major compounds, also traces of flavonoid compounds such as quercetin and kaempferol but also luteolin and apigenin were found in the main dress as well as in the lining, indicating the use of sumac and/or alder bark for black dyeing in combination with a yellow dye source like weld (Reseda luteola L.), sawwort (Serratula tinctoria L.) or dyer’s broom (Genista tinctoria L.).8 Semi-quantitative evaluation of the first three samples based on the ratio between ellagic acid with absorbance peak observed at 254 nm, and the hematoxylin marker with absorbance peak detected at 450 nm (Fig. 11) suggest that the amount of ellagic acid relative to hematoxylin derivative is higher in the silk from the main dress fabric than in the lining and the satin piping. In general we can conclude that the composition of the main organic compounds is very similar in the first three samples. The silk from the ribbon at the neck is the only one not weighted with tannin and only dyed with logwood.

4.1.2 Inorganic elements

Element analysis of the silk of main dress revealed the presence of high amounts of calcium and sodium on the fibre surface but also locally high peaks of chloride and iron were found together with minor peaks of chromium and copper (Tab. 1). This silk was black dyed with the help of iron salts containing copper. The silk lining sample contains significant amounts of potassium, sodium, aluminium, sulphur and magnesium, possibly suggesting the use of alum as mordant. However, iron and copper were detected though much less pronounced than in the main silk threads. The silk filaments from the satin piping on the front of the dress seem to be covered by a surface layer (Fig. 12). Iron, copper, potassium and sulphur are the main elements detected locally in very high amounts, on as well as beneath the top layer. Element analysis of the silk filaments from the ribbon suggests the use of alum, similar as in the silk from the main dress. Small amounts of iron and copper were found only locally. The detection of silver is only found at one spot so most probably should be interpreted as a contamination (of an ornament such as a necklace?).
4.1.3 Historical context of the black dyed and weighted silk dress

The organic dye and tannin identification together with the detection of the inorganic elements applied gives concrete information about the way the silks were weighted and black dyed. Weighting of the silk was done for economic reasons (more weight) but also to obtain an improved appearance of the silk (more volume, more lustre). In case the silk had to be dyed in black, weighting and dying were done combining tannin and other organic dye sources together with metal salts, often using multiple cycles to obtain high yields of weighting and dark black saturated shades.9 Till the end of the 18th century, the most common way for weighting and black dying of silk was by the combination of tannin from gallnuts, sumac (Rhus genus) or alderbark (Alnus glutinosa (L)) and copperas, green vitriol (ferrous sulphate) and/or iron filings often even in the presence of alum.10 In the 19th century, logwood became an established organic dye source systematically added to the silk black dyeing process.11

The analyses show that the main silk was weighted and black dyed with a high amount of tannin, derived from sources as sumac, galls and alder bark, together with logwood and metal salts, mainly iron salts (chlorides) but also copper and chromium salts. The lining was dyed with logwood and tannin together with alum and small amounts of iron and copper salts, which could result from contamination from the main dress. The silk piping thread was also dyed with logwood and tannin, though these silk threads clearly contain more metal salts, iron sulphates as well as copper sulphates. The relative ratio of copper/iron is much higher than in the other samples. Possibly Spanish green (copper acetate) was applied here together with green vitriol (ferrous sulphate). The silk ribbon thread was dyed with logwood and alum. No tannin was found and little evidence of iron and copper salts.

The way the silks from the dress were weighted and dyed is completely in accordance with the customs of black dyeing of silk in the first half of the 19th century before tin weighting came into use.

4.2 Degradation aspects

4.2.1 Colour fading

The main issue of the study is the very pronounced fading of the black silk which markedly changed into a yellow/brown shade with a very mottled appearance all over the dress (Fig. 2), even under the seams. This suggests that light exposure alone is not the basis of the ongoing fading mechanism. The areas where the colour has better survived are the parts under the arms, indicating that sweat must have had a stabilising effect on the colour degradation. This implies that the discolouration is highly pH sensitivity. The current overall yellow/brown shade of the dress is most likely the result of the loss of haematoxylin. This is confirmed by the lower overall amount of metal elements left on these silk filaments (Tab. 1). Conversely, the actual dark purple faded lining, satin piping and silk rib-

4.2.2 Fibre degradation

Despite the severe fading problem, the silk threads still have a soft handle. Due to the lack of brittleness, the dress was still considered to be in a good state of preservation, allowing it to be exhibited. Dye and element analyses however enhanced the fear about the actual condition of the silk fibres which was confirmed with the study of the surface morphology of the fibres. Despite the apparent good state of the fibres visually, severe fibre degradation is ongoing and will probably cause a complete loss of the silk in the near future. The silks from the main dress, the lining and the ribbon at the neck show a similar degradation pattern having filaments that seem to cluster together, with heavily damaged surfaces consisting of crater-like holes all over the length (Fig. 12). The back-scattered image of the silk from the satin piping shows a completely different deterioration aspect. The threads seem to be covered by a layer at the surface which is actually breaking and peeling off (Fig. 13) but no holes are observed. The different degradation pattern of this silk compared to the others is possibly related to the higher content of iron(II) and copper(III) sulphotates in this sample but this does not explain the existence of the outer layer. Heavy weighting could be a possible cause of the formation of this surrounding mantle but also the existence of a sizing top layer is another possibility.11 However, the presence of iron and copper ele-
ments both on top as well as under the outer layer argues against the latter option.

As little information exists about the dress’s history, and no other samples could be taken from the dress for further investigation of the fibre degradation, the most important parameters assumed to play a role in this case are discussed further. Different aspects of silk degradation have been investigated intensively the last years using near infrared spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction, polarised ATR spectroscopy, size exclusion and high performance liquid chromatography as well as tensile strength tests though none of them dealt with silk weighting as such.12-19 An increased acidity of silk was found to be inherent to silk ageing irrespective of the ageing regime by light, heat or heat with high humidity, in air.20

On-going oxidative degradation of silk black dyed with iron and galls could be characterised by the high amount of cysteic acid formed out of cystein and cystin, initiated already by the black dyeing process and further pronounced after ageing. Beyond that, a high correlation between increasing acidity and tensile strength loss, evidenced by another study on iron-weighted silk, defines the major role of acidity in silk deterioration.16,21

The weighting and black dyeing technology applied in Queen Victoria’s dress is very similar to the extensively studied iron gall-ink problem on paper and parchment manuscripts. From this field, it is known that free Fe$^{2+}$ ions catalyse oxidation reactions in cellulose as well as in collagen, which result in discoloration as well as mechanical decay of the polymers at a later stage.22 The excess of such Fe$^{2+}$ is more important than acidity as such. This negative influence is even more pronounced when copper and iron ions are found together. Another important aspect resulting from iron gall ink corrosion studies is the major catalytic effect of environmental parameters, especially the presence of water or high humidity (> 70 % RH) on iron salt degradation as such conditions enhance migration of free iron ions.23

Although fibre degradation is not detected yet visually, on-going silk deterioration is evidenced by the electron images. Multiple parameters such as the excess of ferrous sulphate on the fibres, the presence of copper ions, the acidity of the silk together with conditions of high humidity or water can be considered as major factors in the on-going deterioration to influence the preservation of the dress.

5 Supporting evidence and further queries

It is noteworthy that the white lining for the bodice still remains virtually pristine with no evidence of alteration or yellowing or other staining transferred from the faded main silk. This unaltered condition suggests that the dress was never washed in water in the past. From the archival records, at no stage of the modern conservation treatments has the dress ever been wet-cleaned; only the white cuffs have been wet-cleaned after being separated from the dress. The dress has only been surface cleaned to remove dust. This suggests that the inherent acids and/or the acidic degradation products have never been reduced and remain in the dress.

The lack of evidence of later alteration suggests that this black mourning dress may never have been worn since 1837. The official mourning period of William IV’s death was ended by the celebration of Victoria’s coronation a year later, followed by her wedding to Prince Albert in 1840 and the arrival of her first child later the same year. In addition, women’s fashions changed rapidly in the early Victorian period. If the dress had been altered to bring it up to date with changes in fashion, there would have been evidence of these changes in the dress.

Regarding the past storage conditions, the dress was probably kept in a wardrobe by the Royal Family until 1920. The level of acidity and humidity in the store during this time will remain unknown. From 1920 onwards, except during the war periods, it is reasonable to assume the dress was kept in standard museum-storage conditions as it was in the care of the London Museum. There is no evidence of either sharp creasing or fading directly associated with inappropriate storage. There is no insect damage or staining by mould or mildew, or any kind of water marks evident in the dress.

Whether or not the dress was ever treated with a dry substance, solvents or gaseous materials for cleaning or pests during the early- or mid-20$^{th}$ Century remains unknown. It is possible that a ‘dry’ cleaning method might have been carried out in a ‘home remedy’ way. If it had been treated with arsenic for pests, this would have been detected in the elemental analysis. If fumigation by gas was ever carried out, it would have been more likely to be for a number of items in the collection, and therefore a record of expenditure might reasonably be expected to have been found in the museum records.

The dyes and weighting agents applied to the silk could have created a very acidic environment overall, but so far the silk fabric has survived well and still remains sound. Exposure to light in the past must have contributed to the oxidation of the dyes and silk, but the overall discoloration of the dress cannot be attributed to light alone, as the hidden areas have also lost colour. The apparent impact from light is only evident in fading along the top of the skirt pleats, where the silk is paler and a lighter brown than the rest of the dress.

The evidence above supports the interpretation of the analytical results, but it also leads to further queries: when and how this discoloration started to occur; how rapidly and slowly the discoloration is still in progress; whether the dress is still off-gassing; and if it would have a strong oxidative degrading effect on itself if it remains in a sealed environment. The eventual fate of the dress might be that the mottled discoloration will turn into a golden brown or the silk fibre could start disintegrating. In order to prevent or slow down the degradation process, as many relevant parameters as possible, such as light, relative humidity and oxygen and/or acidity level in the environment, need to be identified and addressed.

6 Areas for further research

The discoloration is most probably caused by the loss of haematoxylin, though more research should be
done to better understand the parameters of the degradation mechanism behind it. Further analytical investigation is also essential in the following areas: to test the off-gassing from the dress in the current sealed showcase; to measure and monitor colour change over time; and to test for possible finishing agents using FT-IR. More archival research is also needed to fill the gaps in the known history of the display and storage of the dress. Comparative studies of the materials and deterioration mechanisms of other black silk mourning dresses from 1830-1840 may also provide further clues for understanding the distinctive discolouration of this dress.

7 Conclusion
Queen Victoria's silk dress was weighted and dyed according to the customs of dyeing silk black in the first half of the 19th century. More precisely, it was dyed with the use of logwood and tannin in combination with metal salts. Besides alum, mainly iron but also copper salts were found, resulting from the addition of additives such as green vitriol or Spanish green. Combined with the known history of the dress, this collaborative study confirmed that this dress's discolouration is unique and complex, demonstrating various conditions of logwood-dyed weighted black silks and the difficulties involved in identifying future degradation patterns of the dress. Given the vulnerable nature of the faded silk, a cautious conservation approach needs to be taken, balancing the desire for public access to the dress with the risks inherent in certain environmental conditions. This study provides a basis for further research which will not only benefit the dress's long-term preservation but may also be complementary to further investigations into the deterioration mechanism of logwood-dyed black silks.
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